PART-TIME
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTORS

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
Automotive Technology * Diesel Technology * Welding Technology
Information Technology
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
Associate of Applied Science degree with three years of related industry experience

FINE ARTS & COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
Speech * Spanish * French * Latin * Philosophy * Humanities * Art
Art Appreciation * Music Appreciation * American Sign Language
English-Lecture & Lab * Music-classroom & private instruction
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
Master’s degree with 18 graduate hours in appropriate discipline.
Music Instructors must possess a Master’s degree in Music
English Lab Instructors must possess a Bachelor’s degree (preferably in English)

HEALTH SCIENCES DIVISION
Emergency Medical Services * Fire Science Technology-Lab
Health Information Management * Diagnostic Medical Sonography
* Nursing-Associate Degree * Nursing-Vocational
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
Lecture classes, on-site laboratory and clinical instructor qualifications vary and depend on discipline.
Current industry – related experience is preferred.

MATH & SCIENCE DIVISION
Kinesiology * Math-Lecture * Geology-Lecture & Lab
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
Lecture instructors must possess a Master’s degree with 18 graduate hours in appropriate discipline
Lab instructors must possess a Bachelor’s degree in appropriate discipline

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORIAL SCIENCES & BUSINESS DIVISION
* Government * Accounting * Economics
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS
Master’s degree with 18 graduate hours in appropriate discipline

SALARY
$614 per lecture hour and $417 per lab hour.

APPLICATION
Interested candidates should send a resume, completed official application, official transcripts sent directly from the institution(s) attended to Midland College Human Resources (copies accepted while originals are requested), three letters of reference, and a statement addressing responsibilities, qualifications and how the candidate meets the desired characteristics. Applications should be sent to: applymc@midland.edu
Natasha Morgan
Director of Human Resources/Payroll
Midland College 3600 N. Garfield
Midland, Texas 79705
(432) 685-4532

Midland College is an Equal Opportunity Employer
This position is security sensitive and subject to Texas Education Code §51.215, which authorizes the employer to obtain criminal history record information. An employment offer is contingent on completion of a satisfactory criminal background investigation.